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 The Department of Fine and Applied Arts is very pleased to present the 2010 
Graduate Exhibition. This year’s exhibition showcases works in drawing, painting, 
photography, and mixed-mediums by students completing degrees in Fine Arts, Graphic 
Communications, and Photography. Each of the exhibiting students participated in our 
department’s capstone Portfolio Seminar, where they gained a greater awareness of 
professional standards, developed an artist statement addressing their creative interests 
and process, and produced a cohesive body of new work that is exhibited here. 
 The variety and complexity of our student’s art is inspiring. Some of the work 
emerges from an emotional reservoir rooted in memory, dream, and fantasy, while other 
pieces explore aspects of life and reality that are often overlooked or not visible through 
the casual gaze. In other works, one finds a profound desire to express self and identity 
through varied conceptual constructions. 
 The diverse backgrounds and creative interests of our students bring vitality to our 
visual arts program. Yet, our student’s achievement is largely made possible through the 
continued support of a college administration that believes in the necessity and relevance 
of the arts and culture in the lives of our students and our community. Finally, I wish to 
acknowledge our colleague, Donald Kouba, who, after 30 years of leadership in our 
photography program, will this year retire from teaching to pursue that perfect 
photograph.  On behalf of the faculty, the countless students whom he has mentored, and 
the entire Prairie State community, we wish Don great happiness in this next chapter.  
 
 

Paul Rinaldi 
Coordinator and Professor, Fine Arts 

Prairie State College 
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Michael Bridges 
 

 Ever since I was a child, I would stop at any given time to stare at something I found 
beautiful or especially representative of what I perceived to be my reality. I would study 
the objects, actions, animals, clouds, and other forms until I was satisfied that it would 
continue to exist in my subconscious. Though doing this may be seen as a distraction to 
daily life, as an artist, it is in essence a form of concentration that I use to develop mental 
studies of the world.  
 These studies are invaluable tools for my art, as I often work from concepts and 
processes that develop rather quickly and often deal with abstractions or distortions of 
beauty and reality that are barely visible to begin with. I like working from processes or 
concepts because it allows me to first develop my works on an intellectual plane. Free of 
aesthetic influences, I can accurately record my thoughts and what I am trying to do. 
This often develops like a script to be read thoroughly, memorized, and then finally 
enacted “on stage” in a grand performance in drawing, painting, photography, sculpture, 
or any other medium that seems appropriate. 
 In my series Unraveling the Box, I explore deconstructing the human body and 
mind—or at least my body and mind. All of the works are based on concepts or 
processes that I have written about in times of great clarity or confusion, and the finished 
products reflect this. In the future I plan to use these pieces as the framework for a 
performance based project. 
 

    

Still-Life 
2009 

acrylic on canvas 
24” x 18” 
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Hero, 2010, b/w photograph, 8” x 10” 
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   Aaron Brown 

 
 When I was only seven years old, I won an award for best artist in my elementary 
school. From this point on I knew that I would do whatever it took to become an artist. 
I spent all my free time drawing cartoon characters, painting murals, and dreaming of 
one day becoming the next Walt Disney. The older I got the more I moved away from 
the happy Disney style to look deeper into the human experience; I wanted to see what 
makes us tick.  
 Over the past year I started a new series that attempts to investigate the nature of 
people below the masks they show the world. Within these works, I examine inner 
struggles, and I try to show the hidden thoughts that many people choose to deny. I 
believe we all have deep, inner qualities that we try to keep hidden to appear normal. 
These works are my way of putting it all out there—to peel away the shell that protects 
us from being exposed.   
 I’ve been looking to artists like Ralph Steadman and Chet Zar for inspiration. 
Steadman works fast and is able to capture the feeling of utter chaos in his work. His 
ability to at once disgust and draw-in the viewer fascinates me. Zar paints the most 
beautiful, yet disturbing portrayals of the inner creature. I want my series of work to be 
like a horror film; terrifying and disturbing, yet the viewer is unable to look away.     
 I work in a large variety of media from paint to digital art. I tend to work fast to 
achieve an organic flow, and I find myself using open compositions—where I bring the 
viewer close to the subject. This free and open flow allows me to develop the structure 
of the piece, then come back to add particular details. My color palette is usually 
strong, with rich cartoon-like tones that convey the mood of the piece. 
  

 

Untitled  
2009 

acrylic on canvas 
24” x 30”        
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left: 
The Civilized Worm II 
2010 
digital  print 
17” x 11” framed 
 
below: 
The Savage Hippie 
2010 
oil pastel on paper 
14” x 17”  
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Lauren Campbell 
 

My first experience with art that I can remember was playing with my coloring 
books as a child. I loved the gratification of choosing my own colors to complete each 
picture. Today, I have moved on from crayons, and I am passionate about using oil 
pastel in my work. This medium has a way of delivering a sense of tranquility. It also 
enables me to create a broad range of color and texture within my work.  

I tend to work with subjects that speak to the feminine; things like dolls, toys, and 
jewelry, to name a few. I believe this allurement developed as a child; being one of six 
girls, I always found myself surrounded by little girl toys. I also like to work with 
landscape themes. A few I have done originated from photos of my own experiences. 
One example is The Garden; it’s an oil pastel drawing of a large Bahamian garden 
scene. I love to gaze into the greenery which was inspired by the style of the 
impressionist painter Claude Monet. I love his simplicity, his use of color and mark 
making, as well as the overall feeling of serenity that his paintings exude. I always look 
for inspiration in both my subjects and earlier art. For me, art is very much a process of 
discovering oneself which makes it a never-ending journey. 
 

     

 
 
    

Memory 
2009 

acrylic on canvas 
12” x 25” 
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Untitled Landscape, 2009, oil pastel on paper, 18” x 24” 

Self-Portrait 
2009 
acrylic on canvas 
28” x 20” 
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                   Elaine Chisholm 
 

My interest in photography developed late in my career. As a former English 
teacher, I like to go to bookstores and see what the latest best sellers are that I might 
recommend to my book club.  One day while browsing around in the bookstore, I 
wandered into the photography section and picked up a book about Annie Leibovitz. I 
had heard of Annie Leibovitz and seen some of her pictures before, but had never really 
paid much attention to the subject of photography. After returning to the bookstore many 
times and picking up that same book, I began to look at photographers like Ansel 
Adams, Diane Arbus, and Arthur Steglitz, but I always returned to the book on Annie 
Leibovitz. It was because her photographs mirror the true images of the world and evoke 
emotions of the heart. To me, they are like poetry. 

My love of literature and reading very much impacts my photographic work. My 
intent is to incorporate thoughts in pictures that will elicit responses and inspire the 
imagination of the observer, just as the poets do with their verse. I want to communicate 
emotions mirrored through my images. Drawing upon literature and the written word, 
my pictures are very much like a pictorial book of poems. For example, each portrait 
tells a story, and a poem is a story in verse.  It is up to the observer what story they read 
and how they interpret the image. It may be a story of love as depicted in a picture of a 
man and woman, or it may be a story of peace as depicted in the gentle calmness of a 
Madonna like pose. Whatever the observer sees, is what they are meant to see. 
 

        
 
 

Serenity 
2010 

digital photograph 
14” x 18” 
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Sun Worshiper, 2010, digital photograph, 14” x 18” 
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Jonathan Karavas 
 

 For as long as I can remember, art has been a core element of who I am. As a child I 
would doodle on any scrap of paper that I could get my hands on, using drawing as a 
conduit for my imagination. Growing older, my interests broadened to include many 
other, more advanced creative outlets such as painting, writing, digital art, and 
animation. I believe my passion for art comes from a desire to tell stories and to share 
my ideas in as many ways as possible.  
 Though most visual mediums interest me to some extent, most recently I have been 
drawn to ink and digital art. With ink I love the high contrast of tone, and the various 
tricks used to represent depth and volume. In contrast, digital art has an unrivaled level 
of control, and a limitless array of tools and effects that can be achieved.  
 As a general rule, for a subject to appeal to me it has to be something that is 
somehow removed from reality. This can range from fantastical things like mythology 
and science fiction, to surreal depictions of real life. What excites me is taking what 
otherwise could only be imagined and making it tangible, making it something that you 
can see and interact with.  
 For the graduate exhibition I have applied these ideals in creating a series that 
explores other worlds. My hope is to show the viewer something that they haven't seen 
before; or perhaps show them something they have seen, but in a completely different 
context. With this series I want to share my love of the fantastical. 

 

          

District X-360 
2009 

ink on paper 
8” x 13” 
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right: 
Untitled 

2010 
digital print 

30” x 24” 
 

below: 
Whisper in the Universe 

2010 
digital print 

24” x 30” 
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                                                                              Wayne McNair 
 
In many ways I am a traditional photographer, meaning, I photograph what the eye 

sees without manipulation. I look at my subjects for what they are and try to exploit the 
best in them. The human form is perhaps God’s greatest creation, and I enjoy capturing 
it through portraiture. My photograph of a bride and groom kissing in the sunset is an 
example of beauty in its natural essence. Another example in my work is a father of an 
unborn child embracing the womb of his pregnant wife. What I seek in both instances is 
to capture ordinary people at extraordinary moments. 

There are many photographers that I find inspiring, but one in particular is Joe 
McNally. His creativity and unrestricted style are evidenced in his photographs of a 
woman on top of a sky scraper in skis, and also a maintenance man changing a light bulb 
100 stories in the air. His bravery allows him to capture what the ordinary photographer 
won’t get. Another photographer, Scott Kelly, who has a vast knowledge of digital 
processes and flash photography that helps him to stay on the cutting edge of the digital 
media world. He has photographed numerous weddings and portraits throughout the 
world.  

My most recent works involve urban landscapes and architectural subjects that I 
photograph at night. These subjects are familiar, but there is an uneasy quality due to the 
absence of people in these otherwise public spaces. I often like to find buildings with 
neon lights, or catching the moonlight or sunsets skimming across a body of water. My 
photography gives me a sense of great accomplishment. It is truly an expression of who I 
am and how I feel. 
 

    

 

Steak ‘n Shake 
2010 

digital inkjet print 
11” x 14” 
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Fountain, 2010, digital inkjet print, 11” x 14” 
 

 

 
 

Panda Express, 2010, digital inkjet print, 11” x 14” 
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            Celeste Miller  
 
There is something inside of me that does not sit right if I don’t let go of my 

inhibitions to express myself and feel free. In my darkest hours, I often turn to a visual 
mapping of my problems in order to reach a place of serenity.  Painting is my place to 
express uncontrolled and uncensored thoughts, a place where gesture, movement, 
accident, and surprises all play a role that can be quite beautiful. One of my primary 
considerations when approaching a new piece is color, specifically choosing colors that 
will bring forth a certain mood. I often mix complementary hues to achieve muted or 
broken colors that express an inner feeling.  

Though my work usually includes some representational element, the images have 
been abstracted. I manipulate and transform my subjects to express the playful, the 
unsettled, the hot-blooded, and the witty aspects of my imagination—thereby elevating 
my less desirable emotions into something beautiful. In some of my new works, I 
contrast atmospheric backgrounds with a textural build-up of recycled materials. I want 
to both perplex and intrigue the viewer, and perhaps take them to an altered state of 
mind. Most of my work is poetic, rather than narrative. There is not an easy story to 
digest, but instead, meaning is expressed through the totality of the image, color and 
visual form of the piece.  
 
       

  

Horse Diptych 
2009 
charcoal on paper 
22” x 28” 
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Untitled (detail), 2009, mixed-mediums on canvas, 30” x 20” 
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       Belinda A. Moore 
          

As a photographer, my visual language relies on color, light, shadow, shape, and 
texture to express my subjects.  These subjects speak to me in voices that alternate 
between silent and loud, soft and strong, subtle and bold.  

My first artistic experience was as a child fascinated with the beauty of color, 
clothing, and cosmetics. Face painting and dressing up were the activities that I looked 
forward to at play time.  The moment I saw my makeovers captured in a photograph was 
the moment that I discovered my first career as a hair stylist and make-up artist. I started 
my study of photography as a way to document  my creations. 

I’m inspired by older photographs that have an antique, vintage, or historical 
quality—especially when they depict ancestors or different cultures. In my own work, I 
enjoy all forms of photography, including commercial, fashion, portrait, and landscape. 
While traveling, I like to photograph diverse landscapes and people from differing 
cultures. I’m interested in producing photographs that have motion and energy; when 
composing a shot, I look for curves, shapes, lines, colors, and textures to animate the 
image.  
 

          

Silhouetted Figure 
2010 

digital photograph 
13” x 19” 
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Celeste 
2010 

digital photograph 
13” x 19”'        

Tiffany 
2010 
digital photograph 
13” x 19”' 
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                                                                                  Alyssa Rhodes 
 

Creating art has equally been the most comforting and frustrating process I have 
ever been drawn toward in my life. I remember the exact moment that I knew my calling 
in life was art. On the first day of fourth grade, my teacher handed out name tags. She 
told us to write down what we wanted to be when we grew up. Everyone immediately 
began scribbling down careers such as “doctor” and “lawyer.” I confidently wrote, in all 
capital letters, “ARTIST.”  

A work of art is the product of a multitude of decisions. Before I go to bed, I think 
about everything and just let my mind wander. During this time, I come up with my best 
artistic ideas. I keep a notebook next to my bed and jot down anything compelling that 
may come to my mind. Once I feel like starting up a new project, I look through these 
ideas to see if anything strikes me as interesting. From there everything just sort of falls 
into place. Materials, size, shape, and all of the other physical elements of the piece 
branch off of these nighttime ideas.  

In the past, my work was primarily focused on the mechanics of art and design. With 
these acquired skills, I now feel I have more freedom and control of what I can do. My 
current subjects are people. I am really interested in how every person has some sort of 
story that they tell through their body language and facial expression. I am intrigued by 
how someone’s overall mood can be expressed with a simple glance. I truly enjoy 
capturing everything I can about a person and releasing that information onto paper or 
canvas. I work to create unusual moods and atmosphere, with a goal to lead the viewer 
into unexpected territory. Creating art has had a positive impact on my life; I can only 
hope that what I create can have a positive impact on others. 
 

 
 

Carly, 2009, graphite, 10” x 15” 
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Carly II 
2009-10 

acrylic on canvas 
16” x 12” 

  

Sarah 
2009 
acrylic on canvas 
36” x 24” 
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       Charlie Rohrer 
 

Years ago, I used to frequent a movie theater that had a wall behind it that was 
always covered in different graffiti. I used to ask my mother, “Why do they paint on 
walls instead of canvas?” She would tell me that they were vandals and that they ought 
to use their talent for better things. I never saw this as vandalism, though, I did consider 
it powerful and inspiring. I always wished these artists would use canvas to express their 
talents so people could see past the vandalism aspect of it and appreciate it the way I did.  

I also used to read many comics, my favorite being Calvin and Hobbes. With a 
simple graphic style, Bill Watterson would take me to new places. Drawing with no 
more than contour lines, he could depict so many different emotions in each of his 
characters. Sometimes in his Sunday strips he would use watercolors, and usually using 
less than three colors, he could create a world of depth. I always thought they were so 
amazing. But most other people, even those who were fans, thought of it as just a comic 
strip and didn’t think it amounted to much more than that. Once again I was always 
bothered that people could not get over their predetermined notions of this style of art 
long enough to really appreciate and respect it. 

Years later these images still inspire me. I still have the urge to push past 
predetermined concepts of certain styles of art and bring a new and appreciative 
audience to them. I try to bring elements of street art and elements of simple cartoons 
and combine them to make people realize that both have the potential to be fine art if 
given the chance. 

 
 

         
    
 Little King Angler       Little King Frog 

2010, enamel on wood   2010, enamel on wood,  
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Strip 
2010 
Ink on paper 
10’ x 4” 
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Anthony Vicidomini 
 

I recall sitting on the floor as a child, and my father giving me sheets of tracing 
paper to draw the cartoon characters. I did not know it at the time, but it was that very 
act of tracing an image that would serve as the foundation for building my talents as an 
artist. For the most part, I drew until I entered high school, at which point I began 
experimenting with new mediums such as painting and sculpture. 

It was also during this time that I was introduced to the literary works of H.P. 
Lovecraft and the paintings of Hieronymus Bosch, two individuals who would have a 
profound impact on my art. I immediately became entranced with Lovecraft’s notions of 
ancient horrors that predate humanity and the hideous things that lurk in the dark just 
beyond our sight. I was also fascinated by Bosch’s frightening dream imagery of 
monsters and peculiar scenery exhibited in his paintings.  

 My artwork changed drastically thereafter, and I began to instill everything I 
worked on with a sense of foreboding—whether it was a personal phobia or a collective 
fear of mankind. I discovered that by creating scenes filled with things that I dreaded, I 
was able to conquer those fears. I also began to succeed in doing what Lovecraft and 
Bosch had done to me and countless others, which was to trigger a sense of uneasiness 
and trepidation in those who viewed my art.  

I work with great precision and detail, a practice which stems from my years of 
drawing. I try to make whatever I create look as realistic as possible so that a certain 
invented scene might seem believable to a viewer. I typically start an artwork with a 
subject from my dreams, which usually includes some detestable creature. I then will 
create an environment based off of the traits exhibited by the figure, almost as if I am 
creating a habitat from a living, breathing organism.  

The practice of art has led me to tremendous personal growth. I believe that through 
art, I will continue to open new and exciting doors that lead to new experiences and new 
ways of thinking in the future. 

 

                       

Fleeing the Storm 
2010 

acrylic on canvas 
 20” x 24” 
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left: 
Anatomical Study I (detail) 
2010 
graphite and tea on paper 
 
 
below: 
Anatomical Study II  (detail) 
2010 
graphite & tea on paper 
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Brianna Weaver 
 
           I create to emphasize purpose and meaning, particularly how all living beings 
desire appreciation, remembrance, and a chance to reveal essence. I seek to use my art to 
explore not simply what we look at, but, how and why we look. I seek to stimulate a 
deeper understanding of the self, the world and God. For me, storytelling lends itself 
very useful in explaining the delicacy and beauty of life. My imagination becomes rich 
with ideas that allow me to create interesting and compelling bodies of work. While 
working, I aspire to engage my audience in an imaginative experience that unifies both 
mind and heart while stimulating the soul towards some form of transcendent 
understanding.  

My favorite subjects to study are people and environments. I treat my canvas 
like a stage on which my subject is presented. Before I begin a work, I consider what 
kind of impact I want to make upon my audience. To do this, I experiment with a wide 
range of materials such as ink, paint, charcoal, or graphite. In these materials, I find I am 
able to birth my ideas from the swollen womb of my mind and give life to yet another 
colorful story rich in drama and personal themes.  

My current work features many references to metaphysical art, fantasy, 
sexuality, the infinite mysteries of creation, and to God herself. When someone views 
my work, I want him or her to grasp a deeper sensitivity of the living world around 
them. I want to convey a sense of oneness between human kind and the natural world, as 
all living things are spiritually connected.  

 

              
 

Transcendental Piece B 
2009-10 
acrylic on canvas 
28” x 32” 
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Transcendental Piece A, 2009-10, acrylic on canvas, 48” x 36” 
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